CHORD MASTERY
By Claude Johnson

Welcome to “Chord Mastery”. We wrote this e-book for you, so you can expand
your chordal knowledge, your chordal vocabulary, and hopefully so you can
improve as a guitar player in whatever style you choose.
There are 2 “caveats” I would like to present to you before we dive into the material.
Firstly, learning chords by themselves will not make you a whole let better just by
themselves. The real path to become a good player in any given style is... well... to
learn that style!
That is why, after you go through this book, I recommend you check out the links at the
end to some style-specific DVD courses.
Secondly, the majority of exotic and advanced chords are best suited for a jazz context.
Most other forms of music, such as rock, pop, blues, or metal, rely on primarily simpler
chords, although there are many exceptions.
There are 3 sections to the material. In the first section, I will show you basic, common
chords in the open position. If you have some experience, most of these will be familiar.
In the second section, I will show you movable shapes so you can play chords all over
the neck. These are helpful to learn to master your fretboard knowledge.
These are included as seperate e-books for you.
The third section (this document) is by far the most exciting. Here, I will cover the
advanced chords and how to use them in a musical context.
This is NOT one of those books where you must start at the beginning and proceed
slowly and carefully. You can definitely feel free to jump around to any page you like
and cherry pick anything that looks interesting.
Don't try to learn it all in one night, or even feel that you must learn all the chords here.
If you want to make a serious study of it, you can. However, an equally valid approach
is to use this book as a reference guide over a long period of time, and just “flip” to a
new page whenever you want to learn something new. Just have fun with it!

Ok, now we're at the good stuff. If you've been playing guitar a little while, the first
bonus ebook (30 powerful simple chords) will be elementary for you. The second book
(playing chords all over the neck) is fairly common knowledge as well. However, this
third document delves into the most advanced guitar chords. This is really the heart of
this learning product.
I tried to design this book to be both comprehensive and compact at the same time.
We know that the most complicated chords are found in jazz guitar. So, after an
exhaustive study of jazz standards, I came up with 65 advanced chord types. This
covers nearly every possible chord you will ever see in music.
By covering all these different chord types, we have a comprehensive study of chords.
For each one, I try to provide the one or two most common and useful voicings of these
chords, along with a musical example. This makes it compact and practical.

Advanced Chord #1: The 9 Chord
9 Chords are the next logical step after 7 chords because of the extra diatonic tone that is
stacked on top.
Typically, on the guitar, we leave out the fifth degree of the note of advanced chords , to
make it easier to play. In music, we only really need the 3rd and the 7th degree to capture
the essential characteristic sound of a chord.
We can usually leave out the fifth degree, and sometimes we can even leave out the root
if necessary. More on rootless chords later.
Here's the most commonly used voicing:

Of course, we should also be comfortable moving this chord to the lower or higher
strings:

With all these chords, there are many, MANY other possible voicings, so
feel free to create your own.
Here's another useful voicing: Just take your normal Dom7 barre chord and add your
pinky on the top E string to get the ninth. In this voicing you would be getting all 5
tones – root, third, fifth, seventh, and ninth.

Now, with each chord, I will show you how it is used in a musical context.
One of the cool ways I like to use 9 chords, is to combine them with major chords for a
funky vamp. Check out this C9 to C major progression:

Advanced Chord #2: The 9sus Chord
Suspended chords are a nice variety of chords. With suspended chords, you are going
with a fourth interval, instead of a major third. So a suspended chord, contains root,
fourth, and fifth.
I will show you an example of a pure suspended chord a bit later.
This example focuses on the 9sus chord, which is essentially a 9 chord, but we are using
the fourth instead of the third here.
Again, as with the last example, we can often omit the fifth degree.
One interesting thing that happens here, is that when we use the traditional 9 chord
shape on the middle 4 strings, and raise the third, we get every note on the same fret.

By the way, sometimes a sus chord will also be labled “sus4”.
There are many ways to use this chord. Try combining this chord with major 7 chords.
Here's an example:

Advanced Chord #3: The Major 9 Chord
Here's another exotic chord that sounds absolutely
beautiful. It's the Major 9 chord.
It has the warm, loving quality of the Major 7 chord,
but because it's a 9 chord, it takes on a new special
flavor.
Here's 2 useful voicings:
First, our “middle 4 strings” voicing:

This shape is fingered with the middle finger on the A string, the first finger on the D
string, the pinky on the G string and the ring finger on the B string.
It is easy to get confused with the Dom7 shape where the pinky is on the D string and
first finger on the G string in the same fret position, so practice this one carefully!
Also notice that this same shape can be moved up to the highest four strings and you

have your normal 9 chord.
Ok, here's another useful way to play the major9 chord:

This is like a major 7 chord but you're hitting the ninth on the high E string.
I use my thumb to fret the low E string, then middle finger, ring finger, index finger, and
pinky on the next strings respectively.
Let me show you the next advanced chord and then I'll give you an example of how to
use it.
Advanced Chord #4: The minor9 chord.
Ok, now we are adding the 9 to a minor7 chord.
I'll give you the same 2 kinds of voicings we've been working with: One on the middle
four strings, and one as a barre chord using all six strings. Feel free to come up with
your own voicings, such as using the low 4 strings or the high 4 strings.

This particular voicing, I have nicknamed the “Rainy Day” chord. It just has that feel to
it. Try moving it up and down the fretboard to get some interesting feeling.

The other voicing I want to show you, is the Min7 barre chord with the 9th added with
your pinky on the high E string:

Here's a short cadence using this chord form with minor 9 , dom9, and major 9:

Advanced Chord #5: The 6 chord
The next chord is the 6 chord, or sometimes called Major6. This contains the root, third,
fifth, and sixth.
Here is one my favorite voicings:

I use my middle finger on the low E string, my index finger to barre the next
two strings AND mute the G string, and the ring finger to hit the B string.
The muting part might take a bit of practice but once you get it, its freakin easy :-)
One nice thing about this particular voicing, (aside from its great sound), is that you
move it up one set of strings and the fingering doesn't change at all.
I guess that is true about any chord played on the low E, A, D, and B strings. Funny
how that works eh?
This chord was a favorite of the Beatles and also works great as an ending chord.
A simple way to hear what I'm talking about is to play a II-V-I progression, such as
Dm7, G7, Cmaj7, but substitute a major 6 in place of the major 7, like this:

Advanced Chord #6: The #9b5 Chord
Now we are starting to get into the family of chords known as “altered” chords, which
generally means we are raising or flatting the 9th , and/or raising or flatting the 5th.
Although I had previously said that we can generally omit the 5th, if the chord
specifically states something like “b5”, then we should include that note to get the
characteristic sound.
That being said, when we are reading a chord chart, we can often just substitute a normal
Dom7 chord in place of an altered chord.
Knowing what exact voicing to use is truly an art and science. It depends on what
melody note you want to hear on the top of the chord, as well as the overall context in

which you are playing.
Let's say you need to play an A#9b5 chord, and you want an Eb in the melody. Well, the
Eb is the b5, so we could put on top with the following voicing:
Notice we are not playing the 7th, which is normally an essential tone. However, we are
really capturing the flavor of the #9b5 by including both of those tones.
A (#9b5)

It's also an art form to figure out how to finger some of these voicings. For this one, I'm
using ring, index, pinky, and middle finger going from bottom to top. The index finger
also helps out to mute the D string.
Now, lets say you wanted the same chord but with a C in the melody. The C is the #9.
(It also happens to be the minor 3rd interval. More on that later.)
I would use this fingering:

A7 (#9b5)

Here I am actually barring the 6th fret with my index finger, hitting the D string
with my middle finger, the B string with the ring finger, and the high E string with
my pinky.
Notice all the tones are hit. But how did I come up with this voicing?
I just started with an ordinary A7 chord on the middle 4 strings, added one extra note on
top (the #9), and lowered the fifth by one fret, and then I had the notes I wanted.
Then, I just found a convenient way to finger it.
When trying to figure out an advanced chord, your efforts might not always work out so
smoothly the first time. It could take a bit of trial and error to find the right voicing and
the right fingering for any given situation.
Here's the A7 (#9b5) chord in context when used with a D minor 7 chord.

Advanced Chord #7: The #9#5 Chord
Here is another fairly common chord as far as the altered chords go – the #9#5.
Again, with deciding what voicing to use, we run into the questions of what melody note
is needed on top, and what makes sense to play, as well as the limitations of the guitar
and our fingers.
Here's a great opportunity to introduce the concept of the “rootless” chord. Since we
have a lot of tones to cover – major third, sharp fifth, seventh, and sharp nine, lets leave
out the root because it really won't affect the overall sound we are going for.
Here's a D (#9#5) with no root:

Advanced Chord #8: The b9 Chord
This is one is pretty straightforward. It's like the 9 chord but the 9th is moved back one
fret.

Try moving to this higher and lower strings.
Here's another cool voicing that has all the tones included. I use my thumb to fret the
note on the low E string.

Advanced Chord #9: The 13 chord
Technically, a 13 chord in its purest sense would contain the root, third, fifth, seventh,
ninth, eleventh, and thirteenth degrees. But most guitars don't have that many strings!
For practical purposes in the world of guitar, we can think of a 13 chord as a Dom7
chord with the 13th note added.
Think of the 13th as an octave higher than the 6th.
Don't be intimiated by this chord – it's actually very easy to add an additional note to the
7th barre chord, whether the root is on the low E string, or the A string.
Examples:

This chord can be used in place of a Dom7 chord in any progression to give in more
flavor.
Here is a classic jazz cadence – essentially a II V I progression in the key of A.
But instead of Bm7 E7, Amaj7, we have Bm7 E13 A6. Notice the nice sound of the 13
chord here and also the 6 chord (which we saw previously) to give it that killer sound on
the ending.

Advanced Chord #10: The 13b9 chord

Now let us combine the sound of the 13 chord with the 9b chord to get a 13b9.
This one is more tricky to finger than some of the others we've seen so far.
You need to do a partial barre with your index finger and stretch a bit with your pinky to
reach the high E string.

Never strain yourself. “No pain, no gain” doesn't apply to guitar!
If you can't finger this chord, try another way to find the right notes, perhaps omitting
the root, like so:

This chord works great as a “passing” chord, meaning to transition between chords with
some momentary tension.

Advanced Chord #11: The 6/9 chord
This chord has a sound close to the Major 6 chord but slightly
more flavorful due to the added 9th degree.
It consists of the root, third, fifth, sixth, and ninth.
Here's a voicing:

See if you can come up with a few more voicing of it. (Hint, there's one more in the
example)
Just like the 6 chord, it sounds great as an ending chord.

Advanced Chord #12: The Add9 chord.
With the “Add9” chord, we get into a new family of chords
where we are “adding” a tone to a triad. So, a CAdd9 chord
adds the 9th degree to a major triad and doesn't include the 7th
degree, in contrast to the C9 chord.
The Add9 contains the root, third, fifth, and ninth.
Here's the most obvious voicing:

Notice this just take a root position triad and then adds a note.
However, you can use any voicing that makes sense.
In the following example, we see open position chords used
as “Add9”.

Advanced Chord #13: The Minor11 chord.
Here's another beautiful minor chord variation – the minor 11.
This is an another example of an exotic chord that is actually not too
hard to play. As with the minor 9 chord, you can utilize an ordinary
barre chord shape and attach and extra note with your pinky.
Here's the easiest way to do it:

Try mixing up some minor9s and some minor 11s for a nice “fruit salad” of minor
sounding chord vibes.
Here's a small example to get you started:

Advanced Chord #14: The Sus chord.
We already saw the 9sus chord. Now we just have a simple chord here
with root, fourth, and fifth.
The traditional barre chord shape looks like this:

As always, there are other chord shapes, and some are quite unusual.

A common move in rock music is to go from a Sus chord to a Major chord.

Advanced Chord #15: The 13 Sus chord.
This can be a beautiful, and very open, airy sounding chord.
You can play it as just a normal sus chord with the added 13th,
although that would technically be called Sus add 13.

You can also play it as a 7th chord , raising the third and adding the 13th.
This sounds good in combination with a major 7th chord, as in the following example.
(E maj7 to E sus 13)

Advanced Chord #16: The 7 #5 chord
The “sharp 5” chord, or “Dom 7 sharp 5” sounds somewhat happy and at the same time
has a lot of built in tension.
To create this chord, just take a normal 7th chord and raise the 5th. This might be a good
one to practice all over the neck in various inversions.
Here's one of the most obvious examples:

Advanced Chord #17: the b9 sus
This is another dominant chord with a suspended 4th and a flat 9th.
To create this chord, just take a normal 7th chord and raise the major 3rd to a 4th. This
might be a good one to practice all over the neck in various inversions.
The next chord is played from the root on the 5th string.

So now, let's play it starting on the 6th string.

Ok, so now let's see how it sounds in a musical situation.

Advanced Chord #18: Major 7 #11
This is sometimes referred to as a “Lydian” chord. It's a simple maj7 chord with the
added note of a #11. Theoretically, it should include a 9th too, but you can skip it…
So the structure of this chord would be: Root, major 3rd, natural 5th, major 7th and a #11.
For example in C we have: C, E, G, B and F#.
Ok. Let's see how to play it…

Now let's see how it sounds in a musical situation.

Advanced Chord #19: Minor add9
This is a sad chord, very useful and efective when we want to create some atmospheric
sound.
A minor chord is built by a root, a minor 3rd and a perfect 5th, but in this case we are
going to add a 9th. So for example, in Gm would be: G, Bb, D and A.
Here's a handy voicing:

And here's a musical example:

Advanced Chord #20: Diminished 7
This is what we called a diminished chord, its structure is Root, minor 3rd, flat 5th and a
diminished 7th. Theoretically, in this chord every notes works as a root, so if we have an
example in C, the notes would be C, Eb, Gb, Bb, so you can use any of those notes as a
root because the chord sctructure is built by minor third intervals stacked on top of each
other.
Here's an example of one of those E, D,G,B string voicings I mentioned earlier:

These chords are very used for connecting chords chromatically. Let's see how that
works in a musical context.

Advanced Chord #21: Minor 7 b5
This is a very important chord. If you ever played jazz, you should know that the 7th
degree of the scale is a minor 7b chord. You can also change the II chord in a II-V-I
progression from a minor7 to a minor7b5. The structure of the chord is like this: Root,
3rd minor, a flat 5th and a minor 7th.
So let's see how to play it…

Ok, so now I'm going to show you that II V I in Gmaj7.

Advanced Chord #22: Minor 6
This is a simple minor chord but with the added note of a major 6, which gives a special
flavor to the chord. So the chord structure is: Root, minor 3rd, perfect 5th and a major 6.
For example in A would be: A, C, E and F#.
So let's see how to play it…

Let's see how that works in a musical context.

Advanced Chord #23: Dominant add #11
This is another dominant chord with a sharp 11th.
To create this chord, just take a normal 7th chord and raise the 11th.
Try this shape on for size:

As always, here's an example of how it works…

Advanced Chord #24: Dominant with #9
This is another dominant chord with a sharp 9th. Structure is: Root, major 3rd, natural 5th,
minor 7th and an augmented 9th.
To create this chord, just take a normal 7th chord and raise a major 9th. This one is also
called the Hendrix chord… He used to use it a lot!

Let's see how it works in a musical context…

Advanced Chord #25: Major 7 with a b5
This is a major chord with the add of a major 7th and a flat 5th. This chord is actually
somewhat common in Jazz and fusion music.
It's another “Lydian” chord, so we can use that mode to jam over it, as well as the 3rd
mode of the melodic minor scale, also called the Lydian augmented scale.
The structure would be: Root, major 3rd, a flat 5 and a major 7.

Let's see how it works in a musical context…

Advanced Chord #26: Major 9 add #11
This is another lydian chord - it's a simple major 7 chord, adding both a 9th and a #11.
So the structure of this chord would be: Root, major 3rd, natural 5th, major 7th, major 9
and a #11.
For example in C we have: C, E, G, B, D and F#.

Let's see how it works in a musical context…

Advanced Chord #27: Dominant 13 #11
Another dominant chord, in this case we have a sharp 11, so theorically a dominant 13
has all the intervals, 9, 11 and 13. The idea here is to find some cool shapes that help us

to get a nice sound while playing some of the notes, because its imposible to play all of
them.
Ok. Let's see how to play it…

Let's see how it works in a musical context…

Advanced Chord #28: Major 7 #5
This is a major chord with the add of a major 7th and a sharp 5th. This chord is very used
in Jazz and fusion music.
It's another “Lydian” chord, so we can use that mode to jam over it, as well as the 3rd
mode of the melodic minor scale, also called the Lydian augmented scale.
The structure would be: Root, major 3rd, a sharp 5th and a major 7.
Ok, so let's see how to play it!

Let's see how it works in a musical context…

Advanced Chord #29: Major 7 sus
This is a major 7 chord with a suspended 4th, you can also find this chord as maj11.
The chord structure is: Root, 4th, 5th and a major 7th.
Try this shape:

And now our usual musical example...

Advanced Chord #30: Dominant add 9 #11
This is a dominant chord with the added notes of a 9th and a #11, those extra notes give a
very jazzy sound to the chord.
So let's see the chord structure:
Root, major 3rd, natural 5th, minor 7th, major 9th and an augmented 11th.
You also can find this chord notated as 7sus2+11. The sus2 means suspended 2th which
is the same as a major 9th .
Ok, so let's see how to play it!

Let's see how it works in a musical context…

Advanced Chord #31: Add #11
This one is simple a major chord with the add of a sharp 11th . It's most common use is
with the 3rd of the chord in the bass. For example if the root is A, it's very common to
play Aadd#11/C# . The chord structure would be: Root, major 3rd, perfect fifth and the
sharp 11.
Try this fun voicing:

And now in a musical context…

Advanced Chord #32: Add9 omit 3
This is simply a major chord with the added 9th and we don’t play the 3rd. Theoretically
this chord could work as minor too because we are not playing the 3rd, and that's the note
that tell us if the chord is minor or major.
Ok, so let's see how to play it!

Let's see how it works in a musical context…

Advanced Chord #33: Minor 7 add11
This is a minor 7 chord with the added 11th. It's great how we can change the
atmosphere of a song by adding just one o two extra notes. This one sounds really
smooth and jazzy. The structure is: Root, minor 3rd, perfect 5th, minor 7th and 11th.
Try this shape:

And here's an example:

Advanced Chord #34: 13 #11 #9
This is a dominant altered chord with all the intervals. The chord structure is: Root,
major 3rd, perfect 5th, minor 7th, #9th, #11th and 13th.
Ok, so let's see how to play it!

Let's see how it works in a musical context…

Advanced Chord #35: Minor 13
This is a simple minor 7 with the added 13th. A 13th is nothing more than a 6th an octave
higher. So if the root is C the 6th or 13th would be an A note. The chord structure is:
root, minor 3rd , perfect 5th , minor 7th and a 13th .

And let's see how it works…

Advanced Chord #36: Minor maj7
Another minor chord but this one has a major 7, that note add lots of tension to the
chord. It's common in Jazz, Bossa nova and tons of central American musical styles.
The structure is: root, minor 3rd , perfect 5th and a major 7th .
Here's just one voicing:

And let's see how it works in a musical context…

Advanced Chord #37: Dominant #11b9

This is another dominant altered chord. So we have the basic dominant chord plus a flat
9th and a sharp 11th. The structure would be: root, 3rd mayor, perfect fifth, minor 7th, a flat
9th and a sharp 11th.
Sometimes it's impossible to play all the notes, besides, that's not really the idea. When
you see a complex chord like this in a jazz standard, for example, the idea is to choose
the most important notes.
For example, here's one voicing where I choose the root, 3rd , the 7th and the two extra
notes.

Here's an example of it working:

Advanced Chord #38: Dominant #9 b9 #5
Another dominant altered chord with two 9th degrees... a sharp and a flat one! And also a
sharp 5th
So this chord structure would be: root, major 3rd , sharp 5th , minor 7th, sharp 9th and flat
9th .

And let's see how it works in a musical context…

Advanced Chord #39: Minor 9 with maj7
This is a minor chord with the add of a 9th and a major 7th . We can find this chord with
different names, such as Am9/maj7 or Am/maj9.
The structure is: root, minor 3rd, perfect 5th, major 7th and major 9th.

And let's see how it works in a musical context…

Advanced Chord #40: Major 9 #5
This is a major chord with major 7th, 9th and a sharp 5th . It works great for connecting to
the relative minor, example: Dmaj9#5 to Bm9. Ok, the structure is: root, major 3rd, sharp
5th , major 7th and 9th .
Now let's see how to play it:

Here is a musical example for you:

Advanced Chord #41: Minor 7 b5 add 11
This is a minor chord with a flat 5th , a minor 7 and a 11th . The chord m7b5 is one of the
most common chords in all kind of music, and it's great for transitioning to dominant
chords.
Also it's a great substitute for the minor 7 chord in the II V I progression. Here's a
voicing you can use with a partial barre and stretching up with your pinky to hit that
high note.

With any of these chords, please feel free to create your own voicings, fingerings, and
examples. That's where you'll really have fun exploring!
Of course, as always, I provide something to get you started. Check it out:

Advanced Chord #42: Sus4 add9
This is a suspended chord with the add of a 9th . It sounds really great :)

Let's take a look at the chord structure: root, a 4th, perfect 5th and a major 9th.
Ok, so now let's see how to play it!

And let's see how it works in a musical context…

Advanced Chord #43: #11 no 3rd
This is an hybrid chord, as you noticed there's no 3rd so we can't say if it's minor or
major and with the add of a sharp 11th it sounds pretty exotic. The structure is simple:
root, 5th and a sharp 11th. Check it out!
Here is a fingering which may challenge you:

And let's see how it works in a musical context…

Advanced Chord #44: 13 b5
This is a dominant altered chord with the added 9th, 13th and a flat 5th. All those
intervals add lots of tension.
Here's the chord structure: root, major 3rd , flat 5, minor 7th, a major 9th and a 13th.

Check it out how it sounds!

And let's see how it works in a musical context…

Advanced Chord #45: Add 11
This is a major chord with the add of a 11th. The structure is: root, major 3rd, perfect 5th
and the 11th. It can also have a 9th… so let's try it and see how it sounds!

And let's see how it works in a musical context…

Advanced Chord #46: Augmented.
This one is a simple major chord but with a sharp 5th. So the structure would be: root,
major 3rd and sharp 5th . We already covered this chord in section two. These chords are
very common in jazz and fusion music.

And let's see how it works in a musical context…in this case I used a C#+/E

The symbol / means with the bass in...

Advanced Chord #47: Minor 9 b5
This is a minor chord with a flat 5th and the add of a 9th . So the structure would be:
Root, minor 3rd , flat 5th and a major 9th . It also can have a minor 7th .

And let's see how it works in a musical context…

Advanced Chord #48: Eb7sus(add3)

This is a dominant chord with a suspended 4th but we also play the major 3rd . The chord
structure would be: Root, major 3rd , natural 4th , perfect 5th and minor 7th .
This can get tricky, but here's a feasible fingering:

And let's see how it works in a musical context…

Advanced Chord #49: Minor 6 add9
This one is a minor chord with the added 6th and 9th . So the chord structure would be:
Root, minor 3rd , perfect 5th , major 6th and a major 9th .
It's great for ending a song, it gives a cool jazzy sound to it.

Advanced Chord #50: Minor 11 b5
This is a flat 5th minor chord with the add of a 7th, a 9th and a 11th . Actually I'm not
playing the 9th in the chord below because I haven't enough fingers for playing all the
intervals, so we have to leave some note out.

And let's see how it works in a musical context…

Advanced Chord #51: 13 #11 b9
This one is an altered dominant chord with 13th , flat 9th and sharp 11th . As we know the
dominant structure is: Root, major 3rd , perfect 5th and minor 7th . This is a good ending
chord.
Ok, so now let's see how to play it! Make sure to use the barre technique where
appropriate to nail some of these fingerings.

And let's see how it works in a musical context…

Advanced Chord #52: 7 #11 #9
This is another altered dominant chord with a sharp 9th and 11th . So the chord structure
would be: Root, major 3rd , perfect 5th , minor 7th , sharp 9th and 11th .
Ok, so let's see how to play it!

And let's see how it works in a musical context…

Advanced Chord #53: 7 sus 4-3

Another dominant chord with a suspended 4th but also we play the major 3rd.
Structure: Root, major 3rd, perfect 4th , perfect 5th and minor 7th .

Here's how you might use it:

Advanced Chord #54: 9 sus 4-3
This is another dominant chord with a suspended 4th but also we play the major 3rd. And
also we added a major 9th . So check it out how it sounds…

And let's see how it works in a musical context…

Advanced Chord #55: Minor/maj7 #11
This one is a minor chord with a major 7th and a sharp 11th . So its structure would be:
Root, minor 3rd , perfect 5th , major 7 and sharp 11th . Check it out how it sounds!

And let's see how it works in a musical context…

Advanced Chord #56: 13 #9

This is a dominant chord with the add of a augmented 9th and a major 13th.
The structure would be: Root, major 3rd, perfect 5th , minor 7th , aug 9th and major 13th .

Let's see how it works in a musical context…

Advanced Chord #57: 7 b9 #5
This is an altered dominant chord with augmented 5th and a minor 9th . Theoretically it's
used to play it before a minor root. For example: A7b9+5 / Dm7 // Check it out!

Here it is in a musical context…

Advanced Chord #58: Minor 7 add 13 add 11.
This is a minor 7 chord with all the intervals added. The 9th, 11th and 13th . For simplicity,
we can write it as a minor13. Check it out!

Let's see how it works in a musical context…

Advanced Chord #59: Maj9 b5

This is a major 7 chord with the add of a major 9th and a flat 5. It sounds very Jazzy.
Here's a cool example:

Advanced Chord #60: Minor maj7 b13
We are just about at the end of the book... These advanced chords start to all “blend
together”, but its good to get exposure to all of them.
This particular variation is another minor chord with a major 7th but we added a flat 13.
Check it out!

Let's see how it works in a musical context…

Advanced Chord #61: Minor add9 add11
This is a minor chord with the add of a major 9th and a perfect 11th .
Let's see how to play it!

And let's see how it works in a musical context…

Advanced Chord #62: 13 b5 b9
This is another dominant altered chord with a flat 5th and 9th and a major 13th .

And let's see how it works in a musical context…

Advanced Chord #63: 7 #9 b9
Another dominant chord with 9th, I like to use this chord before playing a minor Tonic.
And I play first with the augmented 9th and then the flat 9th to connect the Tonic.
Let's see how to play it!

And let's see how it works in a musical context…

Advanced Chord #64: Aug add9
This is an augmented chord with the add of a major 9th . So let's see this chord's
structure: Root, major 3rd, sharp 5th and a major 9th .
Let's see how to play it!

And let's see how it works in a musical context…

Advanced Chord #65: Maj7 add13
This is a major 7th chord with the add of a major 13th . Let's see how to play it!

And now let's see how it works in a musical context…

BONUS SECTION: SLASH CHORDS
This ones are simple chords with the 3rd or the 5th note in the bass, but also we can use
others notes of the related scale.
So next, I´m going to show you some of the most used split chords and how we can use
them in a musical situation.
Ex1: G/A
This is a G major chord with an A in the bass. The A note is the second note of the G
major scale. Also you can find this chord with another name, like A11.
So now let´s see how to play it!

Let's take a look at this chord in a musical context…

Ex2: A/G
This is an A major chord with a G note in the bass. This is a mixolydian chord, so this

chord is related to the D major scale. Check it out!

Let's take a look at this chord in a musical context…

Ex3: D/F#
This is a very used chord, it´s a D major with the 3rd note in the bass. Check it out!

Ex4: D/C
Another very used chord, it´s a common D major chord with C note in the bass. It´s a
lydian chord, so this chord is related to the G major scale or E minor.
Let´s take a look at this chord!

And this is a very common way of using it in a musical context!...

Ex5: D/E
Another very used chord, speccially in the 80s, it´s a D major chord with an E note in
the bass. This chord also can be called Em9sus4. Check it out!

And let´s take a look at this chord in a musical situation!

Ex6: Am/G
This is an A minor chord with the minor 7th and the bass, in this case it´s a G note.
Let´s see how to play it!

And in a musical situation…!

Ex7: G/B
This is a common major chord with its 3rd major in the bass. Check it out!

let´s take a look at this chord in a musical situation!

Ex8: A/C#
This is the same as the previous chord but in other key and position. It´s an A major with
the major 3rd in the bass, which is a C#. This chords are great for connecting to the 4th

degree and also chromatically. Check it out!

let´s take a look at this chord in a musical situation!

Ex9: F/A
This is the same as the Ex3 but in other key. This chord has the 3rd in the bass played in
the 6th string.
Let´s see how to play it!

And let´s take a look at this chord in a musical situation!

Ex10: Fm/Ab
This is the same as the previous chord but now I´m going to show you a minor chord
with the 3rd in the 6th string. Check it out!

And let´s take a look at this chord in a musical situation!
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